Round 1 –Some answers include - Penguins; emperor, king, chinstrap, adelie, gentoo, rockhopper.
Seals; weddel, leopard, southern fur, crab eater, birds; skua, tern, albatross, snow petrel, snow sheathbill and, top tip if
you think Antarctica you are getting warm!
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Round 2


Top 10 heirs to the throne
i.e. the first 10 people in the line of succession (do not need to be in order)



10 states in the U.S.A whose name contains the letter “j” or “k”

Round 3 Missing words round
Authors
1 Harriet ---------Stowe
2 Elizabeth -------Browning
3Arthur ------Doyle
4 Robert -------Stevenson
5 Louisa ------ Alcott
6 Edgar ____ Burroughs

7 ---------and the beast (Entertainment )
8 Daniel in the lions ----- (Religion)
9 Attila the ----- (history)
10 Single ______ whisky (beverages)
11------ au prince (Geography)
12 Manchester -------- (sports)
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

“Frankly, my dear, I don't give a ____." - Gone with the Wind
“May the ____ be with you." - Star Wars
“I have a feeling we're not in ____ anymore." - Wizard of Oz
“You're gonna need a bigger ____." – Jaws
“I'm going to make him an ____ he cannot refuse." - The Godfather
“Here's looking at you, ____." – Casablanca
“To infinity and ____." - Toy Story
“Blessed are the ________” Life of Brian
“----------------, we have a problem.” -Apollo 13, 1995
“A ------------- Shaken, not stirred.” -Goldfinger, 1964
“I'll have what she's ----------.” -When Harry Met Sally, 1989
“Nobody puts ------ in a corner.” -Dirty Dancing, 1987
"We'll always have --------"(Casablanca)

Round 4
1

Albany is the capital of which American state?

2

From what wood is a cricket bat traditionally made?

3

Which famous novel was written in 1877 by Anna Sewell as a protest against cruelty to horses?

4

Which of the following flags do not feature the colour red? Brazil, Vietnam or Luxembourg?

5

In 1785, Blanchard and Jeffries became the first to cross the English channel using which method of
transport?

6

In which capital city of Europe would you find the train station called Tara Street?

7

In what town was William Shakespeare born?

8

Which organ in the human body regulates the amount of water in the blood and helps remove waste
products?

9

Which 1982 British film is thought to have had 300,000 extras appear in it?

10

What is the name of the closest star to Earth?

11

Which 1976 film features the characters of Fat Sam and Dandy Dan?

12

What number did Damon Hill carry on his car in both his first and second seasons for Williams-Renault?

13

White Admiral and Camberwell Beauty are different types of what creature?

14

What is the main element found in steel?

15

In which English city is the film `The Full Monty` set?

16

Which band had a hit with `He Ain't Heavy, He`s My Brother` in both 1969 and 1988?

17

Where in the body can you find your metacarpal bones?

18

With what country are corgi dogs associated?

19

What is the only country that Denmark borders?

20

Who did John Hinkley try to assassinate in 1981?

21

What is the most contagious disease in the world?

22

On which famous award do the two words `For Valour` appear?

23

Who composed `Moonlight Sonata``? Handel, Mozart or Beethoven?

24

In which four countries are the Alps?

25

What colour in art is said to signify royalty?

26

When the first World War broke out which three countries made up the Triple Entente?

27

In which book of the Bible are the Ten Commandments first mentioned?

28

How many number 1 singles did Kim Wilde and her dad Marty have between them?

29

Still showing today, what was the first ever programme to be televised on Channel 4?

30

What was the name of the first Harry Potter book?

Answers to quiz 21-20
Round 1
1 king

2 chinstrap

3 Adelie

4 gentoo

5 emperor

6 rock hopper

7 killer whale

8 blue whale

9 dolphin

10 killer whale

11 krill

12 leopard seal

13 crab eater seal

14 weddell seal

15 southern fur seal 16 Albatross

17 snowy petrel

18 skua

19 tern

20 snowy sheathbill

Round 2


Top 10 heirs to the throne
i.e. the first 10 people in the line of succession (do not need to be in order)

Charles, William, George, Charlotte, Louis, Harry, Archie, Andrew, Beatrice, Eugene


10 states in the U.S.A whose name contains the letter “j” or “k”

New Jersey, Alaska, Arkansas, Kansas, Kentucky, Nebraska, New York, South Dakota,
North Dakota, Oklahoma
Round 3 - Missing words round
1 Harriet -------- Stowe (author) Beacher
2 Elizabeth -------- Browning (author) Barret
3Arthur ------Doyle (author) Conan
4 Robert -------Stevenson (author) Louis
5 Louisa ------ Alcott (author) May
6 Edgar ____ Burroughs (author) Rice
7 ---------and the beast (Entertainment ) Beauty
8 Daniel in the lions ----- (Religion) Den
9 Attila the ----- (history) Hun
10 Single ______ whisky (beverages) Malt
11------ au prince (Geography) Port
12 Manchester -------- (sports) United
13 “Frankly, my dear, I don't give a ____." - Gone with the Wind damn
14 “May the ____ be with you." - Star Wars Force
15 “I have a feeling we're not in ____ anymore." - Wizard of Oz Kansas
16 “You're gonna need a bigger ____." – Jaws boat
17 “I'm going to make him an ____ he cannot refuse." - The Godfather offer
18 “Here's looking at you, ____." – Casablanca kid
19 “To infinity and ____." - Toy Story beyond
20 “Blessed are the ________” Life of Brian cheesemakers
21 “----------------, we have a problem.” -Apollo 13, 1995 Houston
22 “A ------------- Shaken, not stirred.” -Goldfinger, 1964 Martini
23 “I'll have what she's ----------.” -When Harry Met Sally, 1989 having
24 “Nobody puts ------ in a corner.” -Dirty Dancing, 1987 baby
25 "We'll always have --------"(Casablanca) Paris

Round 4
1

Albany is the capital of which American state?

New York

2

From what wood is a cricket bat traditionally made?

3

Which famous novel was written in 1877 by Anna Sewell as a protest against cruelty to
horses? Black Beauty

4

Which of the following flags do not feature the colour red? Brazil, Vietnam or Luxembourg? Brazil

5

In 1785, Blanchard and Jeffries became the first to cross the English channel using which
method of transport? Hot air balloon

6

In which capital city of Europe would you find the train station called Tara Street? Dublin

7

In what town was William Shakespeare born?

8

Which organ in the human body regulates the amount of water in the blood and helps
remove waste products?
kidney

9

Which 1982 British film is thought to have had 300,000 extras appear in it?

10

What is the name of the closest star to Earth?

11

Which 1976 film features the characters of Fat Sam and Dandy Dan?

12

What number did Damon Hill carry on his car in both his first and second seasons for
Williams-Renault?
0

13

White Admiral and Camberwell Beauty are different types of what creature?

14

What is the main element found in steel? Iron

15

In which English city is the film `The Full Monty` set? Sheffield

16

Which band had a hit with `He Ain't Heavy, He`s My Brother` in both 1969 and 1988?

17

Where in the body can you find your metacarpal bones? hands

18

With what country are corgi dogs associated?

19

What is the only country that Denmark borders? Germany

20

Who did John Hinkley try to assassinate in 1981?

Ronald Reagan

21

What is the most contagious disease in the world?

Common Cold

22

On which famous award do the two words `For Valour` appear?

23

Who composed `Moonlight Sonata``? Handel, Mozart or Beethoven?

24

In which four countries are the Alps? Italy, France, Austria & Switzerland

25

What colour in art is said to signify royalty

26

When the first World War broke out which three countries made up the Triple Entente?
Russia , UK (England Great Britain), France

27

In which book of the Bible are the Ten Commandments first mentioned? Exodus

28

How many number 1 singles did Kim Wilde and her dad, Marty, have between them? None

29

Still showing today, what was the first ever programme to be televised on Channel 4? Countdown

30

What was the name of the first Harry Potter book? Harry Potter and the Philosophers stone
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